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MISSION STATEMENT 
CLASS OF 2021

Confident in our science and mindful of our humanity,  

we will adapt to and shape the future of healthcare,  

while finding balance in the practice of medicine.



THE PHYSICIAN’S PLEDGE

I SOLEMNLY PLEDGE to dedicate my life to the service of humanity;

THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF MY PATIENT will be my first consideration;

I WILL RESPECT the autonomy and dignity of my patient;

I WILL MAINTAIN the utmost respect for human life;

I WILL NOT PERMIT considerations of age, disease or disability, creed, ethnic origin, gender, nationality, 
political affiliation, race, sexual orientation, social standing, or any other factor to intervene between my duty 
and my patient;

I WILL RESPECT the secrets that are confided in me, even after the patient has died;

I WILL PRACTISE my profession with conscience and dignity and in accordance with good medical practice;

I WILL FOSTER the honour and noble traditions of the medical profession;

I WILL GIVE to my teachers, colleagues, and students the respect and gratitude that is their due;

I WILL SHARE my medical knowledge for the benefit of the patient and the advancement of health care;

I WILL ATTEND to my own health, well-being, and abilities in order to provide care of the highest standard;

I WILL NOT USE my medical knowledge to violate human rights and civil liberties, even under threat;

I MAKE THESE PROMISES solemnly, freely, and upon my honour.

© 2017 World Medical Association Inc. All Rights Reserved. All intellectual property rights in the Declaration of Geneva are vested in the 
World Medical Association.



Dear Schulich Medicine Class of 2021,

June 2021 seemed so far away when we met at your White Coat Ceremony in 
August 2017. Your journey since then has been one that no one could have imagined. 

I am proud of your accomplishments and the resilience and professionalism you 
have demonstrated through good and challenging times.

Reflecting on the past four years, I have many fond memories of your achievements 
as you anticipated a successful career in medicine. I recall witnessing your 
class coming together in learning, at social events and in advocacy. You made a 
difference— starting in your first year. I feel fortunate to have gotten to know many 
of you through teaching, your leadership roles, Tachycardia, other School events and 
activities and through conversation. 

The pandemic, impacting your two senior years, has brought loss for so many 
and uncertainty each day. You witnessed this from the side and front-lines, as you 
navigated your way through your senior clinical years. And as you, your family, friends, 
colleagues and your patients continue to deal with constant change, you stepped up. 

Your class has met the many challenges head on as medical students, advocates and future leaders by contributing 
broadly. Through this, you developed true resilience.

As physicians, there will be many moments that challenge you and that leave you more resilient. 

I believe Michelle Obama’s quote addressing resilience and the future will resonate with your class: “You should never 
view your challenges as a disadvantage. Instead, it’s important for you to understand that your experience facing and 
overcoming adversity is actually one of your biggest advantages.” 1  

I wish each of you a long successful career and life. There is no better career than medicine through which you and your 
teams can make a difference for individuals and society. 

 

As your career evolves, please remember:

• Explore each opportunity offered;
• Remain true to your Hippocratic Oath;
• Keep close to and always value your colleagues and families;
• Take time for yourself;
• Give back to the community;
• Remember you are making a difference while others look to you for support and leadership;
• Learn from each event and grow to be a resilient leader who empowers positive change.

It has been a tremendous honour to be your Associate Dean and a privilege to look to you now as colleagues in our 
profession. Keep in touch and best wishes, wherever your career and life journey directs you.

Sincerely,

 

Gary Tithecott  MD FRCPC MBA 
Vice Dean (Acting), Undergraduate Medical Education 
Associate Professor, Department of Paediatrics 
Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry 
Western University

1 www.brainyquote.com/topics/adversity-quotes



To the graduating Medicine Class of 2021,

I would like to extend, on behalf of the entire Hippocratic Council and all of Schulich Medicine, a sincere 
congratulations. This journey has been an arduous one for sure; your class faced more adversity than any 
other class before it. Throughout the uncertainty, last minute changes to your clinical work and everything 
else you have had to endure, you have done nothing but show every class following you how incredibly hard-
working and committed you are. We could not have asked for better role models, colleagues or friends.  

Your path is now set, you know where you will go and what you will do. I’m sure you are looking back on your 
time together as a class as one filled with happiness, support, challenges, disagreements and everything else 
that is expected of a family. As you each move on to your new journeys, while separated by distance, you are 
connected by the relationships, friendships, and comradery that you have built over these years at our School. 
Those relationships will always be there, as it’s a part of what makes our community strong.

Once again, congratulations on making it to this point. The Class of 2021 has set a high standard for those  
who follow in your footsteps.

This is not a goodbye, just a see you later.

Sincerely,

 
Montana Hackett 
President, Hippocratic Council  
Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry



ORDER OF CEREMONY

~ WELCOME ~
Dr. Charys Martin, Grand Marshall

~ GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT ~
Dr. Alan Shepard, President & Vice-Chancellor, Western University

~ MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN ~
Dr. John Yoo, Dean, Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry

~ MESSAGES FROM FACULTY ~
Dr. Gary Tithecott, Vice Dean, Medical Education

Dr. Lois Champion, Honourary Class President & Associate Dean, Postgraduate Medical Education

~ PRESENTATION OF BOCKING AWARD TO 2020 AND 2021 RECIPIENTS ~
Dr. John Yoo

~ PRESENTATION OF CLASS OF 62 AWARD ~
Amanda Stojcevski & Avalon O’Connor

~ VALEDICTORIAN’S MESSAGE ~
James Payne

~ RECITATION OF THE PHYSICIAN’S PLEDGE ~
Dr. Sandra Northcott, Associate Dean, Learner Experience, and Members of Schulich Faculty

~ RECITATION OF CLASS MISSION STATEMENT ~
Jonathan Hu, Class President, Medicine Class of 2021 

~ NAMING OF MEMBERS OF CLASS AND CLASS GRADUATION AWARDS ~

~ CLASS OF 2021 CHARITY INITIATIVES ~ 
Rachel McInnis and Kawmadi Abeytunge

~ WINDSOR DANCE COMPILATION VIDEO ~

~ MESSAGE FROM CONVOCATION COORDINATORS ~
Caroline Piccininni, Marcus Pieterman, Amanda Stojcevski

~ GOODBYE MESSAGE FROM SCHULICH COMMUNITY ~



Overall Achievement Awards

The Alpha Kappa Kappa Beta Kappa Scholarship and Gold Medal in Medicine
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate student completing year four in the 
Doctor of Medicine (MD) program who achieves the highest academic standing.

The Class of 1917 Prize
Awarded annually to a graduating student from the Doctor of Medicine (MD) 
program at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry who has obtained 
the second highest academic standing based on all four years of the program.

The Dr. F.R. Eccles Scholarship 
Awarded annually to the student obtaining the highest standing in the  
final year of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program. 

The Kingswood Scholarship 
Awarded to the student in the graduating year of the Doctor of Medicine (MD)  
program, considered most proficient by the authorities of the University.

The Medical Alumni Gold Medal 
Awarded annually to a graduating student from the Doctor of Medicine (MD)  
program at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry that has obtained the   
highest academic standing based on all four years of the program. 

Achievement Awards

Alpha Kappa Kappa Beta Kappa Scholarship and Silver Medal in Medicine 
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate student completing Year 4 in the
Doctor of Medicine (MD) program, who has demonstrated academic achievement, 
class/school leadership and involvement in community service activities.

The Theo Mary Anderson Scholarship in Family Medicine
Awarded annually to a year four medical student showing superior achievement  
in studies in Family Medicine as determined by the Department of Family Medicine.

Meds Class of 2003 Dr. Jason Ashley Memorial Award 
Awarded annually to a year four student graduating from the Doctor of Medicine (MD)  
program at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, based on academic  
achievement and involvement in medical school extracurricular activities  
throughout their time at Schulich Medicine.

Emily Dzongowski

Kawmadi Abeytunge 

Emily Dzongowski

Emily Dzongowski

Emily Dzongowski

Kawmadi Abeytunge

Madeline Taylor

Avalon O’Connor

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES
SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY 2020-2021



Dr. Douglas Bergstrome Meds Class ’93 Award 
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate student who is graduating from the 
Doctor of Medicine (MD) program and has made an outstanding personal contribution 
to bettering the lives of others through an ongoing commitment to the Creative and/or 
Dramatic Arts, while attending the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry.

Dr. Henri Breault Award 
Awarded to the student who receives the highest evaluation at the completion  
of a year four elective or selective in Paediatrics.

Drs. Edwin Seaborn and Richard Maurice Bucke  
125th Anniversary Award in Rural Family Medicine                          
Awarded to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program based on  
academic achievement, professional characteristics and financial need, who has been 
accepted to a family medicine rural/regional residency training program at Western.

The J.B. Campbell Memorial Scholarship in Medicine
Awarded to a student who has shown outstanding proficiency in Medicine and  
Clinical Medicine in the final two years of the program.

Audrey and Delmar Cobban Rural Southwestern Ontario Medical Residency Award
Awarded to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program based on 
academic achievement, professional characteristics and financial need, who has been  
accepted to a family medicine rural/regional residency training program.

Audrey and Delmar Cobban  
125th Anniversary Alumni Rural Southwestern Ontario Medical Residency Award 
Awarded to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program based on 
academic achievement, professional characteristics and financial need, who has been 
accepted to a family medicine rural/regional residency training program.

Dr. T.H. Coffey Memorial Prize in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Awarded to a student in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation who obtains the highest  
standing in a one-month elective or selective rotation through and presents a suitable  
case study on rehabilitation at Grand Rounds.

The Collins and Banks Prizes in Geriatric Medicine
Awarded annually to a graduating student who has completed an elective in Geriatric 
Medicine and who, in the opinion of the Division of Geriatric Medicine and the Progression 
and Awards Committee in the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, has shown 
outstanding interest and promising skill in the field of geriatric medicine.

The Rocco V. Gerace Award in Emergency Medicine
Awarded to the graduating medicine student who, in the opinion of the Division  
of Emergency Medicine, demonstrates the highest potential for pursuing a  
life-long career in academic emergency medicine.

The Dr. Fred N. Hagerman Memorial Prize in Surgery
Awarded to the student showing the greatest merit in Surgery during the final two  
years of the MD program, as assessed both by marks in written examinations and  
performance in clinics.

Colin Gunn, 
 Natan Veinberg 

Abigail Arnott                           

Natalie Sloof

Natan Veinberg 

Sydney Knight

Katie Marriott

Mohamed Mohamed Ali                                              

Alex Pittini

Matthew Hewak

Hsin Liu                                               



The Kenneth A. Harris Vascular Surgery Award
Awarded annually to the undergraduate Doctor of Medicine (MD) program student  
at the completion of his/her fourth year who has excelled in vascular surgery during  
their clerkship rotation and/or the four years of undergraduate medical education.

The R.A.H. Kinch Prize in Community Medicine
Awarded annually to the medical student in the final year who demonstrates  
the greatest competence in the community aspect of medicine, as determined  
by the Department of Family Medicine.

Marvin and Geoffrey Kwitko Scholarship in Ophthalmology 
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program 
at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who throughout their Ophthalmology 
rotations demonstrated enthusiasm and clinical excellence. 

The Gerry & Vi Livingston Award in Medicine 
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program at 
the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who has been accepted to the Family  
Medicine Rural/Regional Residency Training Program at Western. Preference will be  
given to students who originate from a rural area particularly students who originated  
from Oxford County; and/or will complete their residency, or a significant portion of  
their residency, in Oxford County.

The Dr. Archibald McCausland Memorial Prize in Psychiatry
Awarded annually to the student with the highest standing in Psychiatry at the  
conclusion of the final two years of the program of the medical course. 

Dr. David McCourtie Memorial Award in Allergy and Immunology
Awarded to a student completing Year 4 in Doctor of Medicine (MD) program, who has 
shown a keen interest and/or aptitude in allergy/immunology, has completed a clinic 
rotation in allergy/immunology at Western during the final two years of the program and 
has submitted an essay. 

Hughes McKellar Rural Southwestern Ontario Medical Residency Award
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program  
at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who has been accepted to a family  
medicine rural/regional residency training program or Royal College program with  
designated training time in the rural/region area. Preference will be given to students  
who originate from a rural area, particularly students who originate from Kincardine,  
Ontario, then Bruce, Grey or Huron Counties.

Dr. David Meltzer Undergraduate Award in Haematology
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program at 
the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry who has completed clinical work in the field 
of Hematology during their time at Western and has submitted an essay.

Jovana Momic

Jielin Lu

Rachel McInnis 

Emma Coburn                                                  

Jin Liu 

Alina Abbasi

Kelsey Ruetz

Sarah O’Neill



Dr. Max Taylor Nathan Memorial Award in Paediatrics
Awarded annually to the undergraduate Doctor of Medicine (MD) Program  
student at the completion of his/her fourth year who has accepted a Paediatric  
Residency Program and who demonstrated clinical excellence during the Paediatric  
rotation. This undergraduate student best exemplifies the physician roles identified  
by the undergraduate MD program curriculum objectives.

Dr. Colin Nisbet Memorial Award for Excellence in Emergency Medicine
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program at  
the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry – Windsor Campus, who demonstrates a  
proficiency and passion for emergency medicine. This student will have demonstrated  
a commitment to providing excellent care in emergency medicine to patients and their  
families while being a considerate and knowledgeable part of the health care team.

Meds Class of 1966 Scholarship in Professionalism
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate Doctor of Medicine (MD) student  
completing year four who best exemplifies the Four Pillars of Professionalism:  
altruism, integrity, responsibility and respect. 

Meds 1969 Dr. Fred & Anne Pattison Humanitarian Award
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate Doctor of Medicine student at the  
completion of his/her fourth year who has made an outstanding personal contribution to 
bettering the lives of others through volunteer work and humanitarian acts.

Drs. James and Leslie Rourke Convocation Award in Medicine
Awarded annually to the undergraduate Doctor of Medicine program student at  
the completion of his/her fourth year who has made an outstanding personal  
contribution to bettering the lives of others through volunteer work and humanitarian  
acts while maintaining a high academic standing.

The Ivan H. Smith Memorial Prize
Awarded to the final-year medical student demonstrating outstanding  
interest in Oncology.

Dr. Peter Swedko Memorial Merrymakers Award
Awarded to a graduating student from the Undergraduate Doctor of Medicine (MD) 
Program at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who has demonstrated academic 
achievement and who has been extensively involved in medical school extracurricular 
activities throughout their time at Schulich.

The R. Gibb McGugan Award
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program 
at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who has been accepted to a Family 
Medicine Rural/Regional Training Program at Western or a Royal College program with 
designated training time in the rural/region. 

Kawmadi Abeytunge                                                         

Aleksa Zubic

Sarah O’Neill

Natalie Sloof 

Joshua Quisias

John Loggie

Kiera Harnden

Jordan Berry  
Marcus Pieterman 



The Caitlin VanDeCappelle Award in Medicine
Awarded annually to an undergraduate fourth-year student graduating from the  
Doctor of Medicine (MD) program, who has demonstrated academic achievement  
and volunteer involvement in the community.

The Roche Scholarship
Awarded to a year four medical student at graduation, for work in the final phase of 
the course. It will be based on the general lines of the Rhodes Scholarship, in which 
proficiency, progress, and leadership will be evaluated by a board of assessors. Award 
named for Dr. William Roche, the first graduate of Schulich Medicine at Western University.

The University of Western Ontario Award in Cardiology
Awarded annually to the student in the final two years of the program completing work 
in Cardiology who best demonstrates interest and ability in this field as judged by the 
Department of Medicine.

James Walker Wood Award in Medicine 
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the of the Doctor of Medicine (MD)  
program, who has demonstrated academic achievement and who has been accepted 
to a Family Medicine Rural/Regional Residency Training Program or Royal College  
Program with designated training time in the rural/region area. The recipient must be a  
Canadian citizen. Preference will be given to a student from a rural location who  
is involved in extracurricular and/or community activities such as: medical research,  
rural family medicine interest groups, music, drama, etc.

Dr. Dana Winterburn Memorial Award
Awarded annually to a graduating student of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program  
at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, who has been accepted to a Family  
Medicine residency program and who has an interest in working with aboriginal or 
Indigenous communities in a career that includes advancing Aboriginal health issues 
and/or serving aboriginal communities.

Dr. Justin W. Yan Emergency Medicine Research Award
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate Doctor of Medicine (MD) student, gradu-
ating in fourth year, who demonstrates the highest potential for pursuing a lifelong 
career in academic emergency medicine with focus on research.

Peer Recognition Awards
Selected by Graduating Class

Dr. Rajendra Harricharan Memorial Award
Awarded annually to a full-time student completing Year 4 of the Doctor of Medicine 
(MD) program who best exemplifies the qualities of integrity, commitment to serving 
their community and caring about the welfare of others.

Suzanne Leigh Killinger-Johnson Award
Awarded to a student graduating from the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program who,  
in the opinion of classmates and faculty, has demonstrated the capacity for caring  
and compassion and has shown an awareness of societal issues as they relate to  
women in the field of medicine.

Faiha Fareez 

Basmah El-Aloul

Danning Li 

Justine Fletcher 

Basmah El-Aloul 
Alexandra Raynard

Jordan Ho 

Natalie Sloof

Adrina Zhong



The Meds Class of 1991 Award
Awarded annually to a full-time undergraduate student completing year four of the  
Doctor of Medicine (MD) program in the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry,  
based on academic achievement as well as the qualities of honesty, humour and a 
generosity of spirit and time.

The Robin Middleton Memorial Award 
Awarded to a student in year four who, in the opinion of classmates and faculty, has 
been a medical student of moral worth, who has contributed to the life of the medical 
students, and shows promise of being an outstanding physician.

The Bill Mood Memorial Award
Awarded to a member of the graduating class who has demonstrated a breadth of 
interests, both academic and non-academic, and who, in the opinion of class members, 
is felt to have the professional and personal attributes important in pursuing a successful 
career in family practice.

The John William Rohrer Memorial Award
Awarded to the year four student in the Doctor of Medicine (MD) program who, in the 
opinion of the Dean, Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry, and the Hippocratic 
Council, has contributed most significantly to the improvement of the quality of all 
aspects of the lives of undergraduate medical students – academic, social, and personal.

The Dr. Glen S. Wither Memorial Award
Awarded to the final-year medical student who, in the opinion of peers and associates,  
demonstrates the highest attributes of the physician – integrity, concern of patients,  
compassion, and a devotion to the profession.

Learner Peer Award of Excellence in Medical Education
Awarded to a Schulich Medicine – Windsor Campus student who in the opinion of their 
classmates, has displayed exceptional interest, enthusiasm, and the ability to generate 
student enthusiasm and has made a significant contribution to the quality of academic 
or extracurricular student life in Windsor.

The Dr. Francis Chan Distinction
Awarded to a member of the graduating class who demonstrates: enthusiasm  
and dedication to advocating for the rights of others within the school and/or  
external community; balance in life with a passion for extracurricular activities;  
and involvement in the school and/or external community.

Matthew Hewak

Emily Kogel

Sarah Luciw

Emily Dzongowski

Adrina Zhong

Amanda Stojcevski 
Aaron Wang

Jonathan Hu 
 Natalie Sloof



Convocation Awards
Selected by Hippocratic Council

Meds 2009 Dinh La Memorial Award
Awarded annually to the full-time undergraduate student in Year 4 of the Doctor of 
Medicine (MD) program at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry who best 
exemplifies the spirit of the graduating class through his/her vibrant, energetic and 
cheerful nature.

Meds Merrymakers of ’47 Award
Awarded to a student, normally in the final year of the Doctor of Medicine (MD) 
program, who, in addition to having maintained a satisfactory academic standing, 
has demonstrated qualities of leadership and innovation in extracurricular activities 
(exclusive of sport) that have contributed to the growth of fellowship, pride, and loyalty 
within the student’s community of peers and faculty.

The Dr. Jim Silcox Award
Awarded to medical students who, in the opinion of the Hippocratic Council and the 
Student Affairs Committee, have contributed most significantly to the lives of students, 
faculty and the community.

Amanda Stojcevski

Jonathan Hu

Emily Dzongowski 
Natalie Sloof



SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY

CLASS OF 2021
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Ahmed Abbas (L)

Alina Abbasi (L)

Kawmadi Abeytunge (W)

Mobolaji Adeolu (L)

Cyrus Ahmadi Pirshahid  (L)

Layla Amer Ali (L)

James J. Armstrong (MD/PhD Program)

Abigail Ruthe Arnott (L)

Hasan Baassiri (L)

Alex Badour (L)

Mandolin Li Bartling (L)

Jacob Bender (W)

Jordan Stephen Berry (L)

Umangjot Kaur Bharaj (L)

Shanté Andreya Blackmore (L)

Christopher Marc Bonneau (L)

Jonathan Borg (L)

Dillon Bowker (L)

Elizabeth Boyd (L)

Charles Burke (W)

Michael Robert Cameron (W)

Victoria Irene Candy (L)

Shelby Anne Champion (L)

Kianna Joli Chauvin (L)

Charlie Choi (W)

Lisa Choi (L)

Karen Cholmondeley (W)

Emma Coburn (L)

Sarah Victoria Cocco (L)

Melissa Cowell (W)

Cecilia Dai (L)

Cameron Dawson (L)

*Class Composite as of May 1, 2021



Perri Josephine Deacon (L)

Eric Joseph Di Gravio (L)

Lynn Doan (L)

Emily Nicole Dzongowski (L)

Basmah El-Aloul (L)

Malik El-Feghi (L)

Austin James Elliott (L)

Faiha Fareez (W)

Justine Anne Fletcher (L)

Michael Fraser (L)

Sophia Moralis Frost (L)

Matthew Fung (L)

Karan Gandhi (L)

Dresden Glockler-Lauf (L)

Jerry Singh Grewal (L)

Colin William Gunn (L)

Jimmy Ha (W)

Erika Haberfellner (W)

Brenna Hansen (L)

Kiera Harnden (L)

Emily Michelle Heath (L)

Matthew James Hewak (L)

Jordan Ho (L)

Nafis Anwar Hossain (L)

Jonathan Miaorun Hu (L)

Michael Huang (L)

Jacob Im (W)

Rosie Javinsky (L)

Aaron Leslie Johnson (MD/PhD Program)

Raman Kalaichandran (L)

Lavi Khaira (W)

Terry Kim (L)

George Tjensvoll Kitching (W)

Sydney Knight (W)

Emily Grace Kogel (W)

CLASS OF 2021
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

*Class Composite as of May 1, 2021



Abbey Kolenda (W)

Lauren Kolodzey (L)

Kevin Lan (L)

Rachelle Lassaline (L)

Timothy Lee (L)

Crystal Shun Yan Leung (W)

Danning Li (L)

Katherine Li (L)

Matthew Li (L)

Hsin Yen Liu (L)

Jin Liu (L)

Michelle Liu (L)

John Loggie (L)

Jielin Lu (L)

Sarah Luciw (L)

Andrea Leilani Macikunas (L)

Jessica Mammoliti (L)

Erik Mandawe (L)

Thulasie Manokaran (L)

Kàh Enti:ne Marcy Maracle (L)

Katie Marriott (L)

Alex Martin (W)

Symon Ernst Mazereeuw (L)

Dan McCarthy (L)

Laura Catherine McCracken (L)

Rachel Lang McInnis (L)

Katharine McLaughlin (W)

Elliott Monte McMurchy (L)

Mohamed Mohamed Ali (L)

Jovana Momic (L) 

Mary Elizabeth Nguyen (L)

Avalon O’Connor (W)

Sarah Ann O’Neill (L)

Jacek Orzylowski (L)

Dawson Overton (L)

Corey Parent (W)

Tishya Parikh (L)

James Gordon Payne (L)

Connor Pepper (W)

*Class Composite as of May 1, 2021



Katie Pezarro (L)

Paul Phares (L)

Caroline Piccininni (L)

Marcus Michael Pieterman (L)

Alex Pittini (L)

Praneetha Potluri (L)

Elise Quint (W)

Joshua Quisias (L)

Bojana Radan (L)

Alexandra Leigh Raynard (L)

Emma Reesor (L)

Lisa Richardson (L)

David Rizzuti (L)

Tommaso Romagnoli (L)

Malory Dean Ross (L)

Heather Lisa Longmuir Rotz (L)

Kelsey Nicole Ruetz (L)

Denisa Iulia Rusu (L)

Raman-Deep Singh Sambhi (W)

Joshua Peter Samsoondar (L)

Robin Sawaya (L)

Daniel Semenov (L)

Meera Shah (L)

Saba Shahab (W)

Hassan Shahzad (W)

Ruchi Sharan (L)

Neha Sharma (L)

Malcolm Sherwood (L)

David Wayne Shih (W)

Natalie Cowper Sloof (L)

Shayne Snider (W)

Andrew Sokolowski (L)

Jeff Soparlo (MD/Oral Maxillofacial Surgery)

Philip Stamov (W)

Amanda Stojcevski (W)

*Class Composite as of May 1, 2021

CLASS OF 2021
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE



Sonya Arianna Tan (L)

Victor Tat (L)

Madeline Taylor (L)

Felipe Teixeira (W)

Vivian Tia (L)

Wesley Tin (L)

Margaret Lauren Tindale (L)

Stephen Matthew Tsioros (L)

Adam Stephen Vanderleest (L)

Nicolas Vanin (L)

Timothy Abraham Varghese (L)

Shafaz Veettil (L)

Shifaz Veettil (L)

Natan Veinberg (L)

Akash Verma (W)

Amirti Vivekanandan (L)

Albert Minh Quoc Vo (L)

Aaron Wang (W)

Dominic Wang (L)

Christopher Wavell (L)

Christopher Weigand (L)

Krista Marie Wilson (L)

Sean Wong (L)

Derek Wu (L)

Jun Yi (L)

Charles Yin (MD/PhD Program)

Richard Ying Yu (L)

Adrina Zhong (W)

Aleksa Zubic (W)

Jarrod Alexander Zytner (W)

*Class Composite as of May 1, 2021



CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GRADUATION

We look forward to officially welcoming you to the  

Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry Alumni Family.

Stay connected, get involved.

Wishing you all the best on your next adventure. 

We will always look forward to welcoming you home. 






